Abstract-Services in wireless networks must be capable of receiving information about the network and adaptively tune their transport parameters to the underlying networking conditions and technologies. A central problem in wireless transports is obtaining reliable metrics of congestion. How can lower layers assist transports and what is the performance tradeoff with pure peer-to-peer end-to-end solutions? In this paper, we design and evaluate a lower layer assistance architecture. We focus on adding minimal intelligence to lower layers, according to the end-to-end principle. We find that we can adequately solve the measurement problem by minimal medium access control (MAC) assistance and describe an architecture that can aid transports over wireless links. The MACassisted solution is scalable to large number of flows, where the performance of pure end-to-end transports deteriorates rapidly. An improvement factor of 30-50 is exhibited in our experiments. We argue that including this minimal additional functionality in the MAC is sufficient for transports. It is also necessary when compared with end-to-end techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
A TRADITIONAL transport designed for wired networks operates in a peer-to-peer fashion. It may provide for stability, efficiency, and fairness as far as its congestion "sense" is accurate. Typical ad hoc wireless scenarios result in highly variant network response from the point of view of a transport. Even if the transport peers are separated by a single link, physical interference and air medium contention inhibits accurate congestion indicators or measurements. Receipt (or nonreceipt) of a train of packets does not provide any reliable sample of information using current techniques. In wired networks, capacity estimations may be inferred [1] , [2] . In wireless, however, the transmission of bits does not always take seconds given the link bandwidth. The characteristics of a path cannot be described by an array of physical queues and the contention in each. It is an array of logical queues, each uniquely defined in time by the position and transmission range of each node. This is known as the logical distributed queue. In multihop networks, this is further complicated in a chain effect through hidden and exposed terminals. From a transport perspective this implies inapplicability, high inaccuracies, and slow convergence for "wired" monitoring and measurement methods. This is at an environment where quick protocol response is usually required.
In this paper, we approach transports in general, and focus on multimedia transports. The congestion control in that case is further constrained by minimum bandwidth requirements and realtime delays. The goal is to maximize quality-of-service (QoS), as a defined QoS framework may indicate. An application scenario that has motivated this work is depicted in Fig. 1 , where multiple mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are to support real-time transmission of video with adaptive QoS.
We are exploring deployment of lower layer (MAC and network) feedback architectures in aid to transports. First, we evaluate the performance of current end-to-end transport functionality techniques and show that they do not scale to number of connections and high loads. Then, we add minimum intelligence to the 802.11 DCF MAC layer with the purpose of dealing directly with the heart of the problem, measurement inaccuracy. We then develop an architecture that ultimately produces a transport that scales well in number of connections and high loads. In between the end-to-end and MAC feedback alternatives, there are network feedback and agent-based solutions that can follow a similar architecture and deliver better than end-to-end and worse than MAC assistance grades of performance.
Link bandwidth measurement has been attempted in the past for networks with wireless links (including multihop) using a variety of approaches; link/network assisted or end-to-end, passive or active. However, there is no study that is: 1) completely distributed, i.e., no exchange of messages from neighbors to source are used for the source to neighbor measurement and 2) encompasses multihop contention and congestion models including the effect of hidden and exposed terminals. In [3] , a maximum available bandwidth measurement per node is proposed for QoS support in MANETs, but is only expressed in a formula. Translation of the formula to a distributed algorithm would result in a complex scheme with up-to-date neighborhood knowledge.
In Section II, we provide a background and motivation for our work. Section III describes the three end-to-end methods we are experimenting with. Section IV contains all aspects of the architecture and Section V contains extensive simulation experiments that demonstrate the scalability claim. We conclude in Section VI. We also include two appendices in one of which we use the same design principles and experiments for a synchronous MAC, namely, Bluetooth. This demonstrates how the measurement problem is specific to asynchronous MACs like those that can well support mobility in an ad hoc setting like 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF). 
II. BACKGROUND
Accurate and timely knowledge of the bandwidth available along a wireless path is essential to transports, especially those that carry multimedia traffic. In a wireless setting, a fairly accurate knowledge of available bandwidth has the additional advantage that it can be combined with loss information to help in statistically distinguishing channel error versus congestion error. For example, if a transmission is 100 kb/s and the available bandwidth is 500 kb/s while an error occurs, then it is most likely that this is a random error. Multimedia applications can then increase their forward error correction rate, for example, rather than reducing their data rate.
Let us define the available bandwidth over one link as the link bandwidth minus the used bandwidth, i.e., the unutilized bandwidth. A path's available bandwidth would then be the minimum available bandwidth across all links in the end-to-end path. Unfortunately, available bandwidth is very difficult to measure and filter using end-to-end techniques [1] , [4] even in wired networks, especially when transport suitability is considered. Techniques for measuring related quantities, like bottleneck link bandwidth are more successful [5] but still unsuitable for transports.
In wireless, we need a generically different approach. Lower layers are in a position to perform more intelligent hop by hop operations and may already have or obtain information for all affecting flows and related parameters. An architecture can be built centered on this observation that can aid hosts in performing the essential function of available bandwidth measurement. The architecture should have a minimal cost. We translate that to 1) requiring minimal functionality from each layer and 2) not increasing space and time worst case complexities. For example, per flow state addition is prohibited.
We are now setting the transport requirements for a network with wireless clients and links that carries multimedia traffic. The requirements are set in such a way as to support feasible and efficient operation. These should be met for any transport, whether it is build on a feedback architecture or not.
1) Have good performance in networks with wired and/or wireless (mobile and lossy) links. 2) Have good performance in networks with different (high or low) delay-bandwidth products. 3) Incur minimum overhead to the network in terms of packets. 4) Support both live and streaming media and, therefore, should incur minimal delay overhead. Ideally, it should service the packets as soon as they are ready from the application. 5) Be designed so that it is stable, intraprotocol and interprotocol fair. 6) Support a lightweight implementation at both the sender and the receiver side. 7) Support existing layer interface abstractions. Requirements 1) and 2) drive toward relying on direct measurements rather than "trial-and-error" techniques that do not suffice in convergence speed [e.g., TCP Westwood (TCPW)]. Requirement 3) allows application of pure or mostly passive measurement techniques, i.e., ones that do not introduce significant extra nonapplication data carrying packets for the sake of measurement. Requirement 4) should hold true for multimedia transports and effectively limits shaping the existing traffic. PLM [6] , for example, pairs up all application data to packet pairs in order to increase their potential bandwidth [5] . Requirement 5) can be met by using a binomial control. power loss minimization Requirement 6) disallows the use of any complicated calculations in the transport. For example, kernel density filtering [5] , potential bandwidth filtering [7] , and other complicated techniques [1] , [4] known from wired measurement work are unsuitable for transports (even if there were a way for their otherwise effective use). Requirement 7) limits the information exchange across layers. In the case of lower feedback, the information exchange should use one single and simple interface.
But, assuming one can meet those requirements, how much would be the benefit of deploying such network support versus its penalty in networks with wireless links?
III. END-TO-END RTP BASED ARCHITECTURE Real-time transport protocol (RTP) from early stages contained a measurement and report mechanism of loss rate and jitter for statistical performance reporting purposes. The same reports can be used for adaptation. Two loss thresholds are used for stability through hysterisis, a high loss threshold and a low loss threshold [8] . When the reported loss is above the high threshold, the multimedia transport (which usually resides in the application code) decreases the rate. When the reported loss is below the low threshold, the transport increases the rate. The actual increase/decrease strategy can be any strategy, but a binomial strategy [9] , e.g., SQRT can provide stability friendliness and performance-assuming a correct and immediate (timely) feedback. Additional feedback time-out rules allow decreasing the rates when no knowledge of the network is reported [8] . We consider this a "trial-and-error" adaptation, i.e., the transport must reach a loss rate in order to react to congestion-just like TCP. In our experiments, we refer to this type of adaptation as RTP-based adaptation.
The delay and overhead introduced by trial-and-error methods can be overcome by direct measurement approaches. Many multimedia transports [10] use available bandwidth measurements to control the stream rate. In our experiments, we refer to this type of approach as packet pair (PP)-based adaptation. The PP samples are calculated as bytes over dispersion and averaged using proper filtering [11] . The separation of PPs at destination gives insight into bottleneck capacity and available bandwidth.
Finally, we refer to the "AB probe"-based adaptation. "AB probe" is a PP dispersion technique that estimates the path available bandwidth. We will attempt to summarize its concept in this paragraph and refer for more detail to [12] . "AB-probe" is based on a new method for sampling available bandwidth from PP dispersion. It assumes that the minimum path available bandwidth link (tight link) is found at the bottleneck link. It keeps an estimate of two additional quantities other than available bandwidth: 1) the bottleneck link bandwidth BL and 2) the time separation at which the PP enters the bottleneck link . The separation is viewed as the time for which the bottleneck link is sampled for cross traffic existence (Fig. 2) . During this time, cross traffic is queued in between the two packets and has to be transmitted before the second packet. Since this is by assumption the tight link, the observed dispersion ( ) will be increased by the transmission time of the cross traffic and will be maintained until the sink. In this case, assuming is small enough, is the time for the cross traffic transmission plus the PP packet, i.e., where is the number of bits of the PP packets and is the cross traffic bits (since is the available bandwidth). Solving for gives one sample of available bandwidth as Note how this sample calculation is different than the usual "bytes divided by dispersion" (i.e., ) that aforementioned packet dispersion techniques are based on.
The interested reader should refer to [12] for further details and experiments. We refer to a transport using the AB probed available bandwidth as the AB-probe-based transport. We use it as a comparison point since in similar studies it has been shown to work the best from the compared end-to-end techniques.
IV. MAC-ASSISTED ARCHITECTURE
The goal of the MAC-assisted architecture is to provide all hosts in the network with a readily available and highly accurate estimate of available (residual) bandwidth along a path. This is accomplished in two steps.
Step 1) Measuring the residual bandwidth between one node and its neighbors.
Step 2) Accumulating and aggregating the link estimates into path estimates while propagating them to hosts. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the MAC-assisted architecture proposed. Each node is augmented with a minimal functionality in the link and network layers. The sources use a programming interface (conventionally called API) to obtain measurement information from lower layers. The functionality of each block is further described in the rest of the paper.
A. Residual Bandwidth Between Two Neighboring Nodes
In order to obtain the bandwidth estimate between two neighbors, we measure two different, but complementary, quantities: 1) the "permissible throughput" and 2) the node utilization.
1) Permissible Throughput: We define the "permissible throughput" as the maximum throughput from a node A, say, to a neighboring node B (Fig. 4) . This quantity is affected by traffic that shares the air medium of A, but not by traffic in the outgoing physical queue of the node A.
Let us understand why permissible throughput is critical in wireless links, especially, MANET links, where hidden and exposed terminals exist. In a wired point-to-point link, this quantity would always be the bandwidth of the point-to-point connection, since this is the maximum throughput achievable from A to B. A wireless link, however, is not always available to deliver traffic since the air medium is a resource to be shared among nodes in the vicinity. For example, an 11 Mb/s 802.11b link may be reduced to X Mb/s because of transmit deferrals due to medium access control. In the scenario of Fig. 5 , we are again interested in measuring the permissible throughput from A to B in an 802.11/DCF MANET. When no other packets (or interference) are present in the network, the permissible throughput is the maximum allowed rate of transmitting packets given the MAC overhead [i.e., possibly ready-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS), acknowledgment (ACK), etc.]. When C starts transmitting packets to D, as in Fig. 5 , this rate will be reduced by the MAC since those packets are within range and compete for part of the air medium. Similarly, if B forwarded the packets to node E the permissible throughput from A to B would be reduced. What if F started transmitting (flooding) packets to E after that? What would happen to the "permissible throughput" of A to B? This is determined by the specific ways that the medium access protocol arbitrates the access and shares the channel (see also the 802.11 fairness equation in [13] ). The "permissible throughput" of A to B would either be increased or decreased. Arbitration between F and B (hidden terminal) is not possible without RTS/CTS and collisions would occur at E. With RTS/CTS and/or the 802.11 physical carrier sense (i.e., sensing the channel before transmitting until sensed idle for DIFS seconds), B would effectively spend more time waiting and less time occupying the air medium. This in turn would cause A to transmit faster to B, an increase in "permissible throughput" (see also contention models in [14] and fairness in [13] ).
From the above discussion it should be clear that the "permissible throughput" quantity reflects accurately the contention of the logical distributed queue in a MANET and takes into account the way in which a medium is arbitrated by a MAC as well.
Furthermore, it is a quantity of interest to measurement techniques especially because it may replace the link bandwidth for techniques already developed for wired networks, but this will become more evident later on.
2) Measuring Permissible Throughput in IEEE 802.11: Now that we have defined the "permissible throughput," lets measure it on an 802.11 DCF MAC. This measurement is made possible by recording two timestamps. The first timestamp, T0, marks the time when the segment comes to the front of the link queue and is ready for transmission (i.e., just before the 802.11 physical carrier sense takes place, followed by possible RTS/CTS exchanges and backoffs). Eventually, the segment is transmitted and an ACK or a link failure is returned. The ACK or failure timestamp T1 defines the end of the fragment service interval (see Fig. 6 ).
The permissible throughput sample then is where is the fragment bits. We can express the permissible throughput in IEEE 802.11 protocol entities where the transmission time of the bits, the collision avoidance/carrier sense phase time, the control overhead time (e.g., RTS/CTS, ACK, header, propagation delays), the necessary retransmissions and the backoff time for retransmission . The maximum throughput is achieved when an infinite backlog of packets directed to B is present in A. It is easy to see now how changes in the distributed queue contention and local interference "sensed" by 802.11 will affect this quantity, and that averaging samples obtained as described gives us an average of the permissible throughput as defined.
Next, we look at how to implement this measurement.
3) Implementation of Permissible Throughput Measurement: Current 802.11 cards provide only a limited interface through which higher layers obtain information about the MAC status. This is due to the difficulty involved in designing a usable interface that is also efficient. MAC parameters change frequently and having higher layers access them on a frequent basis (e.g., per packet) is inefficient.
Due to this, the support of this measurement requires a buffer for a window of packets. The block diagram is shown in Fig. 7 . The measurement window may reside in the link or the network layer. In principle, the network layer can maintain the measurement window shown in Fig. 7 using a one time interrupt for each MAC segment, namely, the time when the packet is ACKed, or failure is reported. This can facilitate a minimalistic API between MAC and network layer (see also below the source/pseudocode for a possible interrupt handler). All the other times can be computed indirectly by the network layer. Since the network layer keeps a count of the packets passed to the MAC, it knows for each interrupt which packet (to which neighbor) was ACKed. Moreover, the ACK coincides with the entry of a new packet to the front of the queue if there are still packets in the queue. This gives the start timer. Finally, the network layer can easily keep track of idle MAC periods. If the ACK/Failure interrupt is not available from the MAC API, the network layer can still measure the permissible throughput (for example, with PING PPs from one node to the next) but with less accuracy.
Refer to Fig. 7 once more. Each placeholder on the window holds the T0, T1, the size of the packet, the destination, and the ACK or link failure response type for each segment. A window can be in the order of 8-64 packets. Once it is filled, one sample is calculated per neighbor and is directed to a digital low pass filter for that neighbor. Note that the number of neighbors in a node depends on the density of the network but typically is a number less than eight. Therefore, 8-64 memory locations (variables) are adequate. A Tustin approximation is used for the digital sampling of throughput.
The implementation can be as simple as shown in Table I . The weight is used in the filter to weight the current sample against the current bdw estimate to the neighbor ; is the number of samples necessary for fast utilization
4) From Permissible Throughput to Available Bandwidth:
Once the permissible throughput is known, the available bandwidth is computed using the node utilization. This is defined as the fraction of time that the node is busy sending or listening to the channel. Note that this is a per-node quantity rather than a node pair-based quantity. We can compute utilization from the information already recorded in the measurement window. The busy time in the window is . The available bandwidth of a node A to a node B is then given by Note that the available bandwidth from A to B is affected by both the physical queue and the logical distributed queue, i.e., the queue of packets at neighbor nodes that are also competing for the air medium.
Note that the measurement does not assume a first in first out scheduling in the link layer since it works on a single packet at a time. QoS support mechanisms that reorder packets (e.g., 802.11e) are also directly supported if the ACK indication corresponds to the last packet sent. The scheme may be extended to also support MAC protocols, where the latter is not the case, i.e., when arriving ACKs do not correspond to the last packet sent. The use of a measurement and sampling window allows the incorporation of possibly any MAC specific technique through extensions in the sampling and filtering process.
B. QM-AODV: On Demand Propagation and Aggregation of QoS
Next, we need to propagate and aggregate the bandwidth information to hosts. This can be done by piggybacking QoS information to routing. While any routing scheme can be used-distance vector, link state, hierarchical or not-in this section for brevity, we consider only on-demand routing. Our description is in keeping with the QAODV Internet Draft [15] . However, it should be noted that QAODV solves a different problem, i.e., finding routes that support predefined performance requirements carried in the route requests. That draft defines the formats that augment the AODV data packets with the propagation and support of QoS metrics, delay and bandwidth. In QAODV, for example a node sends a route reply message if it knows the path to a destination, and it knows that the path satisfies the QoS constraints contained in the route request message. It does not periodically report the max bandwidth to a destination, nor does it maintain it. QM-AODV does exactly this reporting and maintenance. The scheme does not fall into the category of QoS routing as it relies on an already computed path. Since QoS information needs to be updated more frequently than the path itself, we use a special route reply message to update these measurements. First, one extra field, other than the ones added by QAODV (i.e., available bandwidth and delay), needs to be added to the routing tables: the number of hops to the link that currently defines the available bandwidth, i.e., the tight link. Since in AODV there is a single path from source to destination, the hop depth uniquely identifies the link on that path. Now, suppose a node receives a message of higher bandwidth than the current estimate. If the message comes from any node other than the node forwarding on the tight link it should be disregarded, whereas if it is coming from the tight link (the hop distance of which is known to the source) the current estimate should be updated.
AODV route updates and path changes (i.e., link failure messages) naturally trigger routing messages that carry the measurement, but we need to update the estimate more frequently to reflect traffic load changes. In order to update without a route change, an "event triggered measurement RREP" message (MREP) is added. When the measured value has changed by more than RELAY_FACTOR percent (%) than the previously relayed measurement for the link (source-destination pair), then an MREP message is triggered. A RELAY_FACTOR that never triggers MREP (1.0) from change in measurement naturally minimizes the control overhead but allows learning of new measurements only in correspondence of route updates and path changes. A RELAY_FACTOR of, e.g., 0.2 (trigger an RREP when the measurement has changed by at least 20%) increases control overhead but results in more accurate learning. A node uses the MREP to send information on the reverse path. A separate message (with destination ID) is sent for each source/destination path crossing that link. A node does not necessarily relay the MREP, not unless the event triggering condition holds between his own last transmitted value for the link and the newly received one. Fig. 8 shows an example scenario where an MREP is used. Appendix B describes the QM-AODV algorithm in more detail starting from the AODV algorithm.
V. COMPARISONS
In this section, we are presenting the uniform environment under which we tested all the different relevant options. Where not mentioned otherwise, we have used standard models distributed with the NS-2 (NS) simulation with MANET extensions. Besides the protocols tested here, we have also extended NS with "hybrid simulation" capabilities for the purposes of evaluating QoS. We are providing more details in Section V-C. We use the same network and connections and mobility under all transport options under test. The transport choices under test are all similar except in their mentioned natural differences. We use the paradigm of a multimedia transport that has no retransmissions and is rate-based. This gives us a clear picture of loss rates and a better challenge to QoS. We measure QoS using a framework described below, every 1 s in the experiment, and average it where necessary. For each environment, we first report loss rates. Loss rates are important because they can indicate whether and how much QoS could be improved. We then show QoS. We believe that the procedure described in this section, the standard and wide use of the NS simulation platform and models and the perceptual evaluations provided in par. Node C supports the validity of the experiments. The curves shown in the graphs of this section correspond to: 1) nonadaptive high layer/rate 180 kb/s transmission (noted High L. in graphs); 2) nonadaptive low layer/rate 8 kb/s transmission (Low L.); 3) RTP "trial-and-error"-based transport (RTP); 4) PP available bandwidth-based transport (PP); 5) AB-probe sampling available bandwidth (AB)-based transport; and 6) MAC-assisted transport (Net). In all direct measurement transports (including the MAC-assisted architecture below), we use the same and simple strategy for using the available bandwidth estimated value for comparison purposes. Specifically, the transport uses a constant fraction (75%) of the current available bandwidth measurement.
The topology is a normally structured topology that can be recursively defined. There are M nodes, nodes that do not move so that many disconnections do not statistically alter results. There are also S nodes, nodes that move. In the 802.11 single-hop, the distance between an M and an S node is 7 m. In the 802.11 multihop case, we use a range of 100 m and have scaled the topology to get the multihop effect by having a distance unit that is multiplied by ten. In the experiments, we are using the default NS options and parameters for the two-ray ground propagation model, physical layer, channel and omni-antenna model with a link bandwidth of 1 Mb/s (Fig. 9) .
We run a large number of experiments, increasing the number of connections on each. The connection source and destination points are decided at random but adhering to a hop count distribution. Specifically, the probability of a connection being an -hop connection is inversely proportional to . The start and end times of the connection are also distributed probabilistically first, around three start and three end timelines, and then uniformly within 1 s from the timeline chosen. In this way, convergence of an adaptation is taken into account in the results. All transports have seven rate choices 180, 128, 88, 64, 32, 16, and 8 kb/s to choose from. When mobility is introduced a random waypoint model is used. Specifically, 75% of the nodes (the S nodes) randomly pick a destination every 5 s and move to it at the reported speed. We vary speeds from 2 to 55 km/h, as reported on each experiment.
In our study, we wish to maximize the overall QoS provided by the network, as well as individual connections QoS. The term QoS of course is a very broad term. The loss rates, however, give an incomplete idea of the QoS provided.
There has been extensive research in developing quantitative methods to evaluate QoS. These measures can be mathematical or perceptual, objective or subjective. In need of a more general QoS model, we borrowed some definitions from the moving picture quality metric (MPQM) metric [16] and developed a general and intuitive QoS equation. Its quality rating is scaled from 1 to 5 as described in [17] . The quality being excellent , good, fair, poor, and bad , impairment being imperceptible , and perceptible, slightly annoying, annoying, and very annoying . The equation relates the quality with rate of transmission, as well as the loss rate. High transmission rates have higher quality, as do lower loss rates. After a certain loss rate the quality diminishes to zero. The minimum acceptable rate, for instance, has the minimum acceptable quality of 3 at a 0 loss rate. The higher rate has the highest quality of 5 at a 0 loss rate. Low loss rates do not diminish quality as strongly as higher loss rates. When the loss rates are close to the 0 quality threshold, the quality does not diminish strongly. Otherwise, quality diminishes almost linearly with loss rate [18] . The linear reduction in QoS is steeper for low rates since there is less room for protective techniques [e.g., forward error correction (FEC)]. We have taken the quality factors and as described in [18] for the content that they are described (i.e., we did not calculate them for a new clip as this was not possible from the description) and entered them into a table. We extended these values using reported redundancy (FEC) values and perceptual evaluation (see also Section V-C). We have graphed the result and found that we can approximate it with the following equation, that ultimately relates the perceptual quality of the video given the rate and the loss rate PLR and redundancy factor (for the particular encoding complexity of the clip used and error control used by the specific CODEC)
A graph of this is in Fig. 10 . and indicate the quality factors of the highest encoding rate in the Fig. 10 , i.e. 256 kb/s. Similarly, the notation indicates the low encoding rate of 48 kb/s, and are the redundancy factors. Although this is not a dynamic model, i.e., it is predetermined given the content and CODEC, we believe it may be generally useful for QoS perceptual evaluation of video in wireless channels, especially when both simplicity and perceptual relevance is required.
A. Single-Hop
In Fig. 11 , we first note that the feedback architecture performs very well with respect to loss rates. It has almost the same loss as the low layer transmission. We also see that the AB-probe performs best of all the end-to-end solutions, handling up to 18 connections at a less than 20% loss. Traditional RTP adaptation works well over a single-hop, showing some possibility for QoS improvement. Now, let us apply the QoS evaluation model. A QoS value is calculated according to (I) and then averaged over all connections and all time spans. This conclusive graph (Fig. 12) shows that only the MAC assistance strategy is capable of delivering better QoS across all network operation points. On the other hand end-to-end strategies quickly deteriorate, delivering much lower QoS than the constant low rate transmission.
B. Multihop
The results are very similar to the one-hop results. The feedback architecture starts to digress from the constant low rate transmission level of loss rates (Fig. 13 ). Feedback delay, overhead, and a small accuracy error start to show at large number of connections, close to the network capacity. When the network can handle 45 low rate connections without loss and 58 with less than 20% loss the feedback case allows 30 connections without loss and 48 with less than 20% loss.
AB-probe performs the best of the end-to-end at low loads. It becomes worse than trial and error at the same point that MAC assistance loss appears increased, which at over 45% loss rates. The QoS graph for this case is depicted in Fig. 14 .
Some results of our extensive experiments with mobility are also presented. We show the 20 and 55 km/h cases in Figs. 15  and 16 , respectively. Notice how RTP "trial-and-error" adaptation is increasingly performing worse with increased mobility. The increased loss rates are due to the inevitable mobility related losses and the initialization and convergence times of the filters.
C. Perceptual Results With Hybrid Simulation
We have extended NS to act as a "hybrid simulator." This refers to its capability to run one experiment consisting of both simulated models and real components (as part of the same experiment). The concept is similar to "emulation" as under development in the NS community. The high level difference in our hybrid simulator is that the applications directly send their packets in the simulator rather than them being captured by a filter and forwarded in the simulation. We use this capability so that a real Mpeg client server can be used and perceptual QoS results can be obtained. The result is the ability to watch "real" Mpeg video using adaptive transports in our screen as they appear after traveling and competing in large mobile MANETs carrying many competing flows, exactly as the one depicted in Fig. 1 .
We first used this testbed (Fig. 17) to perceptually evaluate the superiority in performance of the MAC assisted control. The application we use performs the congestion control using the methods and measurement described here, as well as tries to distinguish between channel and congestion error using that measurement. When an error is determined to come from channel error (i.e., the sending rate is less than 60% the measured available bandwidth), the sending rate is not decreased and more FEC is added per frame. For brevity, we will not mention the details but only show a few frames from one three-hop connection of the experiments competing with 29 more video (nonviewable) connections in a 64 node multihop network created as described previously. A few frames of one flow are shown in Fig. 18 when Fig. 18 . A frame sequence typical in quality. The camera is moving through a research poster and the video is transmitted using (a) MAC assisted adaptation and (b) RTP-based adaptation. During the MAC-assisted adaptation experiment, we were able to see the poster clearly and legibly as the camera was passing through it. In the RTP-based adaptation case, the frame sequence was distorted and legibility was not even an issue at most times, particularly, as the camera was moving.
the flow is RTP adaptive, and then when the flow is MAC-assisted adaptive. Throughout the RTP experiment the connection could not adapt effectively to network changes, as well as was misjudging the source of errors. In the MAC-assisted experiment, the quality gracefully degraded to that allowed of the channel which errors rarely appeared in the image as random errors were adequately protected by proper adaptive forward error control.
VI. CONCLUSION
A significant problem in ad hoc networks, including MANET, is the accuracy of measurement at the transport. It is affected by factors such as medium variant response, mobility, unique contention per node, and error/congestion distinction. At the same time, the convergence speed of the estimations is required to be fast due to the mobility. These problems severely affect transport congestion control especially in multihop situations. Therefore, minimally intelligent feedback architectures, i.e., transports and applications receiving measurement help from lower layers through APIs, becomes an attractive option, despite the sacrifice of the simplicity of peer-to-peer ones.
In all end-to-end cases, some worse than others, the overall, as well as individual QoS delivered to the user deteriorates fast with increasing number of connections. A much higher QoS would be delivered if the connections did not adapt at all and were set at transmitting at low rates, given present day codec technology.
This motivates the development of architectures that allow for lower layer support. The increased cost and harder deployment associated with such solutions may be traded-off with the increased efficiency due to measurement accuracy. Information about the "logical queue" can be directly inferred in the MAC layer, where the medium arbitration is performed. We define and develop link-level support for the IEEE 802.11 that automatically takes into account the particulars of the medium access in a multihop environment and produces a very accurate measurement with zero communication overhead. The method is compatible with all known 802.11 flavors. MQ-AODV is introduced that aggregates source-neighbor measurements to route measurements. The accurate values of available bandwidth, now available at the sources, can be used by transports and call admission control. This type of feedback improves the QoS delivered to the user, delivering higher or at least the low rate transmission QoS in the vast majority of cases.
The superiority of the proposed architecture identifies the transport measurement accuracy and timeliness as a key component for performance enhancement. It relates an available bandwidth measurement to the specifics of a MAC. While the solution presented in this paper is specific to 802.11, the general idea of MAC measurement support can be applied to any MAC protocol as long as the service time for packets is accessible (Appendix A describes the case for a Bluetooth MAC). The cooperation of the routing protocol, a component that is (or should be) optimized to the network and traffic characteristics, is contributing to timely delivering aid to transports. From another perspective, the results indicate the importance of an accurate and timely transport measurement for network performance (see also a related model in [19] ).
In summary, we show that the benefits of network feedback support are large and necessary when one considers the poor end-to-end congestion control performance in wireless links. The cost is that of including a simple and small piece of code (9 lines in C and a low pass filter calculation) to monitor two events (receipt from MAC, acknowledgment receipt) and a buffer for four pieces of information (two timestamps, one size, one 1 index) for 8-64 packets. The result when the solution is implemented and used in transports is turning a QoS metric (and loss rates) from nonscalable to number of connections to scalable. Product developers may wish to consider measurement support in wireless products.
APPENDIX A BLUETOOTH AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH MAC SUPPORT CASE
In this Appendix, we develop a link by link measurement for Bluetooth nodes. The purpose is to follow a similar approach as in the 802.11 DCF case and compare the results. The same requirements apply. The first task is to develop a measurement that is orthogonal to other chip functionality, e.g., interpiconet scheduling, and would work equally well in all Piconets, Scatternets, Masters and Slaves. We accomplish this by relying on measurement of the interpoll time and the type of packets used for the data communication. For simplicity, we only consider high rate packets for the description (i.e., DH3, DH5, etc.). A master node keeps one interpoll delay estimate per slave. A slave node keeps one per piconet it belongs to. They also keep the average length of the packets sent. For example, if there is no data a zero is counted or else a DH1, DH3, DH5 packet 27, 185, or 339 bytes are counted, respectively, according to the Bluetooth specification. In this way, we get an easily implementable estimate of the available bandwidth
The first term represents the full throughput between a node and a master or vice versa. In that case, one five-slot packet can be sent at best every interpoll interval. From this throughput, the average length of packets sent per poll cycle is the consumed part. The above estimates are input to a digitization filter as before.
With the above mechanism any polling mechanism and IPS algorithm can be accurately supported. Implementation of this mechanism requires masters to keep information for seven slaves, and slaves for few masters, as many as they are allowed to gateway to. One entry of the above is the size of two timestamps, three estimates, two samples, and a few lines of code as shown where LPF is the low pass Tustin filter. As is evident from the above the available bandwidth lower layer measurement is very simple in Bluetooth both in space and time.
The results in this case are different. The network feedback (Fig. 19) is still accurate but its convergence time now increases due to the gateway's time division. The available bandwidth value increases as the gateway approaches its switch time and then decreases until the gateway switches back to the destination. On the other hand, most end-to-end measurements over the master-centric MAC work much better than in the 802.11 asynchronous access control. The simple PP measurement is more applicable in the Bluetooth case due to the polling scheme that better approximates weighted fair queuing, an underlying assumption of PPs. The RTP adaptation works well due to its better synchronization with the time division in gateways and the more conservative stepwise increases. All end-to-end method loss rates appear significantly decreased as compared with the 802.11 exact same experiment (we have also used the same bandwidth).
In Bluetooth the end-to-end adaptation techniques are much more efficient than in 802.11/DCF, due to the more controlled master-coordinated medium access. Feedback architectures still perform well and better than end-to-end but the difference from end-to-end techniques is not as compelling as in the 802.11 case since scalability in number of connections is achieved in both.
APPENDIX B FROM AODV TO QM-AODV
Here, we present the changes in AODV for the support of the QM-AODV functionality. The overall changes in AODV are the following.
• When a node receives a Request it should naturally update the reverse path with the QoS information as well, not just the hop. Since the Requests are received from neighboring nodes QoS information is available. If the reverse path was not known it is added and the tight link hop distance is one (i.e., the first link defines the path available bandwidth). • When a node receives a Reply, it first distinguishes whether it is a Route Reply or a Measurement Reply.
• It then looks in the routing table to check whether it already has a route for the data packet destination. The node then decides whether it should forward the Route Reply.
• If it is a measurement reply then it forward according to the RELAY FACTOR rule, which requires it to check its current routing tables for the data destination.
• If it is a normal route reply then it will forward if the route packet's destination is not itself.
• If the node does not have a route entry to the destination, the node checks its QoS to the source address of the route message. If it knows of a smaller available bandwidth it will update the route reply with it and forward. It might happen that the node needs to forward a measurement reply but does not have a fresh route to the destination (the route might have expired, or an MREP arrived first than an RREP). In that case, it may mark that the next measurement update should be surely forwarded, overriding the RELAY FACTOR rule.
